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CLONE TOWNS

The New Economics Foundation coined the
term clone towns to describe a process by which
towns were becoming populated by a
predominance of the same multiple retailers and
in the process losing identity as smaller
independent retailers were squeezed out.
Andrew Simms of the New Economics
Foundation has been at the forefront of this
concept.

The Concept

‘The death of diversity undermines democracy, attacks our sense of place and
belonging and therefore well-being. It hands power to the corporate elite ultimately
pulling apart the rich weave of natural systems upon which our livelihoods and the
economy depend’ writes Simms (p.5).
‘…there is also a strong parallel between genetic diversity in the natural world and
retail diversity on our high streets. Where loss of genetic diversity threatens the
survival of species………. clone towns imperil economic livelihoods, communities
and our culture, by decreasing the resilience of high streets to economic downturns
and diminishing consumer choice’ (Simms, p.6).
Keith Vaz commented, ‘We have to ask whether we want to see the UK retail
landscape completely redrawn and the high streets dominated by the supermarket
convenience stores. No more butcher, baker and candlestickmaker, just Metros,
Metros and more Metros. The character and integrity of our town and city centres are
being disfigured for ever’ (House of Commons, December 2005).

Key Findings
•

The term was coined by the New Economics Foundation and is in danger of
becoming a factoid

•

It caught the public imagination but in terms of an understanding of retailing it
is not very useful

•

The results of the New Economics Foundation reflect their philosophy rather
than an independent investigation. The data was collected by those committed
to this philosophy.

•

The methodology is a self fulfilling prophecy. Only the first 50 high street
shops are used in the analysis.

•

Academics and professionals concerned with the welfare of retailing recognise
that secondary retailing is a crucial part of retail structure and that it is where
smaller shops and independents are often located.

•

There are legitimate concerns about town and district diversity and these are
issues taken up by town centre management experts.

•

Secondary shopping has been neglected by retail planning policy guidance

Web Sites
www.neweconomics.org/gen/uploads/t3zly355dpog3w55ctaiuu4506062005082504.pdf
www.neweconomics.org/gen/uploads/mrrefr55lroqjwrefpvg525528082004130744.pdf

news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/15_02_06_highstreet.pdf
www.business-strategies.co.uk
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